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The Investigation
On May 17th, 2008, at approximately 10:30pm, we arrived and met
with the owner, Jennifer.
Dr. Futerman and Carol spent time
interviewing her and asking her about her issues and discussed her
paranormal history.
At the same time, the tech team began setting up the equipment,
which included, infrared cameras, digital recorders and EMF meters (K2 and Trifield Naturals) that were placed around the home. Two ion
generators were placed in the hallway area where Troy’s event
occurred on the prior investigation. Recorders were placed in the
bedrooms and Tri-field meters were placed on the counter in the
hallway and in the “Diva” bedroom where the client reported a lot of
activity.
Set up was completed and the investigation started at approximately
12:30pm. Each person spread out through the home and took “base
readings” in each room, which include temperature checks and EMF
readings. These are measurements of temperature and levels of
electromagnetic fields that may be present in the home.
Each investigator had with them handheld digital recorders, used in
hopes of catching EVP.
THE INVESTIGATION
After interviewing Jennifer, Dr. Futerman and Carol felt it was
important for Jennifer face her fear and attempt to take back her
home by showing it she wasn’t afraid of it. Dr. Futerman, Carol and
Jennifer went into each room, spent some time and allowed Jennifer to

face her fear and demand the entity to communicate with us. She had
claimed in the past that she was able to get it to make a noise on
request, so we attempted to get it to respond to us through her
requests, however we did not get any response.
The Girls Room:
However, while in the girl’s room, next to the laundry room, it was
reported that the sound of a cat would be heard there. Dr. Futerman,
Carol, Jennifer, Heather and her adopted sister were there. While
discussing the issues, a faint sound of a cat’s meow was heard. Both
the adopted sister and Carol heard this as Carol is heard on the
recorder asking “Did you hear that?” The sister said, “Ya..it’s the cat”
and Carol replies “Ya, I just heard it meow” and the sister confirmed
that “Yep, I heard it too”. There was no cat in the room at the time.
The sound was picked up on the recorder as an EVP and is included on
the evidence CD.
The Family Room:
While sitting in the recliner in the family room, Carol noticed some
unexplained lights appearing in the corner of the room next to the
fireplace mantle in the family room/kitchen area. The flashes of light
were white and sparkled as if it were shimmering. Carol did not know
about the light’s appearing to the team on the last investigation and
when she noticed it, she attempted to debunk it by asking Mike (who
was in the kitchen at the time) to see if anything with a light source
was on in the area that could have made that appear. Both Carol and
Mike couldn’t find anything that would have made this happen. The
event only occurred for a few seconds and didn’t happen again while
they were there.
The Hallway:
Throughout the night, the Trifield meter was activating. There was no
physical activity, nor any unusual feelings this time, but the constant
activation indicated some type of electromagnetic field was lingering in
the area. (Evidence review concluded that there was activity in the
hallway as EVP’s were picked up and recorded in that area)
Outside/Driveway
The family cat was wandering in the area in front of the home again.
The cat was extremely friendly and approached each of us. Towards
the end of the evening’s investigation, Carol went outside to the
team’s vehicle and stopped to pet the cat.

Nothing unusual occurred physically, however during evidence review,
an EVP was picked up from the driveway area that said, “Go back” as
if it wanted her back in the home instead of being outside. A couple of
the team members came outside and headed for “Prayer Rock”. The
cat appeared to follow behind them as to keep an eye out for them.

The Evidence
All the infrared video was analyzed and nothing unusual was found.
Handi-cam video showed nothing unusual.
Numerous EVP’s were caught in the following rooms:
Boy’s Room
Girl’s Room
Kitchen
Fireplace Mantle – Living Room
Hallway
Family Room
The “Diva” Girl’s Room
Master Bedroom
Mike’s Recorder
Troy’s Recorder
Omar’s Recorder
Dining Room
These EVP’s, the logs and the video are included in the Evidence CD
supplied in the case folder.
There is a diagram included that shows where the audio recorders and
infrared camera’s were placed.

The Conclusion
The conclusion hasn’t changed since our last investigation. However
we have much more to work with in regards to the evidence. There
does seem to be an extreme reduction, or total elimination of Native
American influence to the home now.
Of course that is not
guaranteed, as its unknown if it’s just laying low, or has left the
location. Only time will tell with this.

The Recommendations
During Troy’s attack during the last investigation, the only recollection
Troy had was the vision of an Indian Chief and other’s in full headdress

on horseback on what appeared to be the land the home is built on.
Troy felt that this vision was to show that they were once occupying
this land and perhaps used it as their hunting ground. Based on this,
and the evidence that the homes were built on or very near sacred
Indian land, Jennifer had a Shaman come into her home so as to try
and make peace with the Native American spirits that may exist there.
During the Shaman’s investigation, it was reported that his hand
began bleeding for no reason. He continued his ritual and felt by the
time he left that he had made peace with the Native American
influence in the home.
We made sure not to mention anything regarding Native American’s
during our investigation. Nothing in the evidence appears to reference
anything Native American either.
However, there was still an
abundance of EVP obtained from the location.
One EVP said “This is MY house…MY house.” This was caught after
Jennifer went through the home saying this was her home and that
everyone else had to leave. We were also able to obtain names from
the EVP’s, which is rare. Especially a first and last name of “Romare
Wishere”(unknown spelling) was caught on the recorder found off the
hallway in the “Diva” girl’s room. This helps us in our investigation as
it gives us something to work with. We will attempt to locate any
history with this name and on a follow-up visit attempt to make
contact with this entity and see if it’s willing to communicate.
We recommend a follow-up visit as soon as possible to follow-up on
the evidence obtained.
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